
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is traditionally considered to be a
prototypical autoimmune inflammatory disease of the central
nervous system, with a primary immune assault aimed at central
myelin and the oligodendrocyte1-6. In recent years, in addition to
the well described inflammatory demyelinating pathology
observed in this disease, progressive axonal degeneration has
come to attention as an additional important component that
leads to permanent and progressive clinical disability7-9.
Moreover, at least in the early phases, inflammation plays a
prominent role and contributes to tissue destruction. While the
histopathological changes in the brain and spinal cord white
matter of MS patients have been described for over a century10,11,
more recently it is becoming apparent that gray matter structures,
both cortical and deep, are involved as well12-15. After decades of
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investigation, unfortunately neither the trigger for the immune
response, nor the pathophysiology of axonal degeneration, are
known with certainty. Hope for the identification of a single,
straightforward cause of this disease is further dimmed by a
large body of work pointing to a diverse and multifactorial
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etiology.A number of factors have been proposed that predispose
individuals to the disease: these include viral etiologies such as
Epstein-Barr and human herpes-6 viruses; nutritional
deficiencies e.g. vitamin D; significant genetic/hereditary
factors; and environmental influences, including sunlight
exposure, and a curious but undeniable latitudinal variation,
seemingly imprinted at an early age16-22.

Probably the most compelling observation on the influence of
genetics comes from monozygotic twin studies, where a 30%
concordance has been consistently observed, dropping off
rapidly as the degree of "genetic relatedness" diminishes22,23. But
the same incomplete degree of concordance in genetically
identical individuals also argues in favor of environmental
factors, further supported by migrational studies from low-to-
high as well as high-to-low risk geographical locations17. Last,
but certainly not least, is of course the commonly accepted
hypothesis of an autoimmune disease directed against an
unknown antigen(s) in the central nervous system (CNS),
accompanied by relapsing and/or chronic inflammation5,24.
Clearly, the underlying cause of MS is likely complex and
multifactorial, and so after decades of intensive investigation we
are unfortunately no closer to understanding the fundamental
etiology of this disease. In this article, I will argue in favor of an
alternate hypothesis summarized in the Figure, which has been
gaining traction in recent years25-29 for which there is
accumulating experimental data. I will further argue how the
prominent inflammatory/autoimmune clinical phenotype may
have misled us to pursue avenues that have not shed much light
on the fundamental underlying cause of MS.

Countless MS-related papers, review articles and book
chapters begin with a statement such as "MS is an inflammatory
demyelinating disease of the CNS". This has always been, and
will always be, correct. The most striking phenotype truly is a
situation of brisk inflammation in acute plaques, transient
inflammatory lesions on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that
respond to anti-inflammatory therapies, oligoclonal IgG in the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of most patients suggesting at least an
inflammatory condition, if not a frank autoimmune disorder, and
association with specific HLA types18. For all these reasons,
testing the hypothesis that "MS is an autoimmune inflammatory
demyelinating CNS disease" was very reasonable, and has
yielded a wealth of information, which in turn has spurred
development of useful medications (understandably, and
pursuant to the main hypothesis, all immunomodulatory as their
main mechanisms of action). Yet data have begun to appear that
challenge this hypothesis. Recent pathological studies on very
early lesions from MS patients reveal early loss of
oligodendrocytes and myelin (but with minimal or no
axonopathy) at borders of active MS lesions. Conspicuously
absent are significant numbers of T or B cells, with only
scavenging macrophages seen clearing myelin debris; indeed in
two very early cases no microglial activation was evident
bordering several large plaques30. In an ultrastructural
examination of biopsy material from MS patients, myelin
degeneration in areas beyond foci of maximal inflammation or
macrophage infiltration was observed31. Moreover, these
investigators also noted frequent widening of the inner myelin
lamellae in otherwise still-myelinated axons, together with intact
axon cylinders and outer myelin wraps. If an extrinsic factor

(such as T cells) was primarily responsible for the demyelination,
one would expect the oligodendrocyte and outer myelin sheath to
be affected first. Taken together, observations such as these are
consistent with a scenario whereby the oligodendrocyte/myelin
sheath are damaged first by an unknown mechanism, with an
immune/inflammatory response arising as a secondary reaction
to some primary injury. Given the many factors secreted in
inflammatory foci, such as cytokines, glutamate and nitric
oxide1,32-34, such secondary inflammation would add fuel to the
simmering fire of the primary insult, further exacerbating
parenchymal injury and clinical deficits. Indeed, given that
axons are dependent on an intimate relationship with their
myelinating oligodendrocyte for long term survival35, frequent
and vigorous inflammatory attacks may finally overwhelm the
brain's ability to remyelinate demyelinated lesions36,37 and bias
permanently denuded axons towards irreversible degeneration.
Thus, investigators have concluded that a more aggressive
inflammatory history early in the disease may condition axons to
later degeneration38,39. Such a conclusion is plausible and likely
correct, however, it does not prove that inflammation was the
pivotal event, only an important additional insult that may more
strongly drive a non-inflammatory degenerative process that was
already operating (dashed line in the Figure). This would explain
both the partial success and partial failure of anti-inflammatory
therapies in abrogating later progressive disease.

Myelin proteins and lipids are very immunogenic1,40,41,
therefore it is reasonable to propose that primary and then
secondary injuries to myelin-containing structures may trigger a
brisk inflammatory response in immunologically susceptible
hosts. Indeed, it is conceivable that this inflammatory/immune
response is so prominent in MS, that it has driven a certain
direction of study for decades, perhaps overshadowing alternate
hypotheses. Based on the above arguments, we need to consider
such an alternate hypothesis, and to examine the consistency of
available data with such a conjecture:

"MS is primarily a cytodegenerative disease, where
autoimmunity / inflammation are prominent secondary
reactions in predisposed hosts".
This hypothesis, illustrated in the Figure, carries with it a

number of implications. First, it suggests that at its core, MS is a
slowly progressive degenerative disorder, much like Parkinson's
or Alzheimer’s diseases, but with a crucial difference: the key
elements that predominantly (but not exclusively12) degenerate
are in the white matter and include myelin, whose constituents
are notably encephalitogenic40. Second, the host must be
immunologically primed to react adversely to degraded or
chemically modified autoantigenic white matter components (eg.
citrullinated myelin basic protein42, lipids43). After all, many
common CNS parenchymal injuries involving white matter such
as stroke, brain trauma, spinal cord injuries and dysmyelinating
disorders (but see below) cause significant destruction of white
matter elements, including myelin, without inducing an MS-like
disease. Third, while the oligodendrocyte/myelin unit are the
preferred suspects44, because we do not know which element is
the main target of this proposed degenerative process, I will
remain noncommittal and retain the generic moniker of a
"cytodegeneration"; the axon or even astrocyte may be
additional, or even primary, subjects of degeneration. Finally,
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and most importantly, if this hypothesis is correct, it would imply
that "real MS" is primary progressive disease, leading to the
following hypothetical model:
1. MS is a progressive degenerative disease of myelinating glia

(and secondarily of axons), and not a relapsing
neuroinflammatory disorder. The disease begins subclinically,
years before the first overt manifestation, as the CNS attempts
to adapt and repair.

2. At a mean age of onset of around 40 years, a progressive
disorder is manifest with equal preponderance in males and
females45, which we define as PPMS. Inflammation does not
play a significant role in this phase as suggested by the failure
of anti-inflammatory therapies to alter progression29,46.

3. In a certain proportion of patients (as it turns out the vast
majority), an aberrant innate and adaptive immune response
is raised against autoantigens liberated by the cyto-
degeneration posited in #1. As a result, what would have
remained a subclinical disorder for years to come, now
surfaces a decade earlier: the initially silent degenerative
process becomes unmasked by a brisk secondary immune/
inflammatory response, which is recurrent but often
reversible clinically and radiologically. This we define as
RRMS. Here the female preponderance may simply reflect a
higher predilection for autoimmune disease in general among
women47,48.

4. Independent of the inappropriate inflammatory attacks in #3,
the underlying degenerative process continues at roughly the
same rate as it would have in the absence of relapses. After an
average of ten years, the immune/inflammatory response
"burns out", and the patient enters a secondary progressive
phase. The fact that the mean age of onset of PPMS and
SPMS are the same, and the rate and character of progression
are very similar in both groups45,49,50, may not be mere
coincidence. In other words, once the recurrent inflammatory
waves subside, the two types of MS once again become the
"same" disease.

5. A significant percentage of patients exhibit a mix of
progressive disease and inflammatory relapses50,51, so fall
somewhere in the gray zone between purely relapsing/
completely remitting versus steadily progressive disease. This
is merely a reflection of the wide spectrum of aggression of
the underlying immune response, and not because the
underlying degenerative process is sometimes oscillatory and
other times progressive. Having said this, PPMS itself may
exhibit a variable course52, as is commonly observed in many
other primary neurodegenerative disorders.

6. Given that inflammatory CNS lesions produce significant
amounts of cytotoxic agents, it stands to reason that such
attacks may leave in their wake an additional burden of
irreversible parenchymal injury, over and above what is
accruing from the underlying degeneration. However, overall
the number of early relapses does not seem to significantly
influence the course of later progressive disease39,51,
suggesting that the early inflammatory phase may not induce
excessive irreversible damage, compared to what lies ahead
in the progressive phase.
This model implies that the progressive cytodegenerative

white matter disorder, which may be the "real MS", is convolved
with an aberrant, and highly variable, immune response. In

subjects with a sedate immune predilection (the minority) this
convolution is weak, and the disease assumes a primary
progressive phenotype45 analogous to other primary
neurodegenerative disorders. At the other end of the spectrum,
when the immune system is very aggressively primed (also the
minority of MS patients), the convolution is very strong, with the
result being tumefactive "Marburg type" MS53,54. The clinical
course in such malignant MS may be fulminant, mirroring the
aggressive inflammatory reaction rather than a more rapid
underlying degeneration. This is supported by the observation
that many of these patients respond to aggressive immuno-
supppression early in the course53,55. Interestingly, despite an
aggressive initial presentation in Marburg MS, later clinical
course and progression are not noticeably different from a more
typical MS cohort54. This may imply that the inflamed brain is
remarkably resilient, and equally importantly, that the underlying
degenerative mechanisms proceed independently, and are little
altered by even aggressive inflammatory attacks. The above
illustrates the two extremes of the MS spectrum, with the
majority of MS patients falling somewhere in the middle, all
determined, at least during the initial phases of their disease, by
their immune predilection.

I would argue that the immunological convolution alluded to
above is so common, and exerts such a profound effect on the
clinical picture early in the course, that it overwhelms the "true"
phenotype of MS, morphing the disease from what would have
been a progressive degenerative disorder like so many other
neurodegenerative diseases, into the classical "relapsing-
remitting inflammatory demyelinating disease of the CNS"
which MS is mostly known as. As a corollary, if we now define
MS as such an inflammatory relapsing remitting disorder, and
focus our investigations on this patient population, clinical and
laboratory studies will perforce yield information on this
immunological convolution, rather than on the underlying
hypothetical degenerative mechanism(s). Another important
consequence of this variable convolution across MS patient
populations, is the major headache it causes epidemiologists who
work hard to identify consistent and predictable patterns and
progressions, and consequently for clinical trialists who try to
devise reliable low-noise outcome measures. This is perhaps the
reason why the underlying etiology of MS has not yielded to
decades of intensive research effort, though we have learned a
tremendous amount about the immunobiology of the secondary
response.

Let us now apply the proposed model to what is currently
known about MS, in search of possible inconsistencies that may
invalidate this alternate hypothesis. Consider for instance genetic
studies, and in particular twin studies alluded to previously, as
supportive evidence for a strong genetic component in MS.
Because the majority of cases are of the relapsing remitting
variety, one could equally argue that the strong genetic influence
simply reflects a genetic bias of the aberrant immune system,
rather than of the "real" disease itself. Taking the argument
further, it would be instructive to see whether primary
progressive disease shares such strong genetic influences, if we
accept for a moment that PPMS is the "true MS". Unfortunately
there are insufficient data to draw conclusions about
concordance in primary disease (G. Ebers, personal
communication). Hypothetically speaking, if such data should
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become available in the future and show a weak or non-existent
genetic component, this may indicate that the large current body
of knowledge on MS genetics is more reflective of genetics of
the immune response, rather than of the underlying disease itself
– or alternatively, that RRMS and PPMS are two different
diseases altogether, which seems less likely. Outcomes with
modern therapeutic agents, pointing to an “inflammation/
degeneration mismatch”29, are even more instructive. The
humanized monoclonal antibody alemtuzumab (Campath-1H), a
powerful lymphocyte depletor, is remarkably effective at
reducing relapses and new MRI lesion formation by >90%38,56.
This attests to its powerful anti-inflammatory effect. Moreover,
this agent resulted in improved clinical scores at two years
compared to baseline in the relapsing remitting cohort.
Curiously, despite a near-complete elimination of clinical
relapses and new MRI lesions, the secondary progressive group
continued to accumulate disability and exhibited progressive
brain atrophy radiologically. A similar experience was noted with
rituximab, which depletes B lymphocytes. This agent
significantly reduces relapse rates and Gd-enhancing lesions in
RRMS patients57, but failed to significantly alter the course of
primary progressive disease58. Using a completely different
approach, autologous haematopoietic stem cell transplantation
also induces pronounced immunosuppression, yet ongoing
demyelination and axonal degeneration seem to progress, even
with little lymphocytic infiltrate59. One would expect that, if MS
was primarily an autoimmune/inflammatory disease, potent
suppression of this process should halt inflammatory attacks
(which it does) as well as later progression, which it does not, at
least not as potently as one would expect if inflammation was the
primary driver. One could argue that the pre-existing
inflammation itself may have set in motion a relentless process
that later becomes resistant to anti-inflammatory intervention.
Indeed, in the secondary progressive cohort of patients treated
with alemtuzumab, subjects with the greatest inflammatory
burden at the time of treatment continued to accumulate
disability most rapidly. However one could just as easily argue in
favor of the alternate hypothesis: it is conceivable that patients
with a more malignant hypothetical "cytodegenerative" course
initially, would shed more autoantigens, in turn recruiting a more
aggressive immune/inflammatory response detected clinically
early on. Suppressing the inflammation with an agent such as
alemtuzumab, may leave the underlying degenerative process
unchecked, with more rapidly progressive cerebral atrophy and
clinical disability. The clinical experience may lead us to
conclude that brisk early inflammation sets up the CNS for later
degeneration. This is not necessarily wrong, but from the
previous arguments the same clinical experience is equally
consistent with the alternate hypothesis. Being consistent with a
hypothesis provides no proof of course, but so far clinical data in
no way refute this alternate view. Finally, recent observations
indicate a close association between inflammation and ongoing
axo-glial degeneration, even in later progressive disease60. This
is interpreted as evidence that inflammation may continue to
drive degeneration during all phases of MS. However, one could
also argue that ongoing primary axo-glial degeneration driven
instead by an unknown factor, in turn continues to elicit a
secondary inflammatory response by virtue of degeneration of
cellular elements. The established close correlation between

inflammation and degeneration at all stages of the disease makes
disentangling this "which comes first" question extremely
difficult, but at the same time critically important.

Case reports of certain hereditary disorders of white matter
provide further fascinating insight. Warshawsky and colleagues61
reported a case of a 49-year-old woman with a ten year history
of progressive gait abnormality with upper motor neuron signs,
nocturia, dysarthria and sensory abnormalities in the feet.
Magnetic resonance imaging showed areas of increased signal
intensity in the deep cerebral periventricular white matter, and
also in the pons, medulla and cervical cord. Visual evoked
potentials were abnormal bilaterally and her CSF was positive
for oligoclonal bands. A diagnosis of primary progressive MS
was made. Interestingly, she had a son who died at age ten of a
leukodystrophy. This prompted genetic investigation which
revealed a novel mutation of the proteolipid protein 1 (PLP1)
gene, a major protein of CNS myelin. This case is highly
instructive as it clearly illustrates how a primary defect of myelin
structure can result not only in a progressive leukodystrophy that
closely mimics the clinical features of PPMS, but also elicited an
autoimmune reaction in the form of CSF oligoclonal bands,
which was almost certainly secondary to the dysfunctional
myelin. Another case of a 47-year-old woman was summarized
by Dooley and Wright62. The patient complained of episodic
paresthesiae in both feet lasting several days, over four years.
Examination revealed sensory and upper motor neuron
abnormalities in the legs, with decreased hearing and abnormal
brainstem evoked potentials. Her CSF was positive for
oligoclonal bands. She was diagnosed with MS until her son
developed a rapidly progressive illness and was diagnosed with
adrenoleukodystrophy. This inherited disorder of very long chain
fatty acid metabolism is well known to exhibit inflammatory
demyelinating pathology closely resembling MS63, with Gd-
enhancing white matter lesions on MRI64 and reduced white
matter N-acetyl aspartate levels65, all features typically observed
in MS. Finally, even mitochondrial mutations may be associated
with an MS-like picture. Harding's disease is an association
between Leber's Herediatry Optic Neuropathy (LHON) and MS
(or at least an MS-like disease)66. In this disorder, the optic
neuropathy of LHON is followed by often typical clinical and
radiological features of RRMS. As in the previous examples
above, many Harding's disease patients also have elevated CSF
IgG and oligoclonal bands, and many (but not all) respond to
corticosteroid treatment initially. One interpretation is of a mere
chance association of LHON and MS in the occasional
unfortunate patient, with the optic neuropathy due to the LHON
mitochondrial defect, and the other signs and symptoms due to
the MS. This may be correct except that the prevalence rates of
LHON and MS indicate that in Harding's these two diseases
coexist 50 times more frequently than expected by chance66. An
equally plausible, and in my opinion a more parsimonious and
compelling explanation in the context of the previous examples,
is that Harding's is really only one disease of mitochondrial
metabolism, preferentially affecting white matter elements, in
which some patients are immunologically primed to react to
autoantigens liberated by energy-starved and degenerating white
matter components67; this abnormal immune disposition results
in a syndrome closely approximating many features of typical
MS. Indeed, the greater penetrance of LHON in males results in
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Figure: Hypothetical model illustrating how MS may be primarily caused by a cytodegenerative process aimed at the oligodendrocyte/myelin complex.
Gradual degeneration of these elements will lead to clinical disability and radiological abnormalities due to demyelination of vital CNS pathways. The
disease can then follow one of two arms which are not mutually exclusive, and in fact, frequently overlapping. Because of their immune predilection
and the immunogenicity of myelin constituents, initially most patients overtly follow the "inflammation arm" on the left (gray boxes), in a cyclic pattern,
defined as relapsing-remitting disease. Inflammatory attacks per se promote additional demyelination on top of what the cytodegenerative process may
have caused, producing further disability and tissue damage. Some patients exhibit a very weak autoimmune/inflammatory reaction and proceed down
the degenerative arm, typical of many other primary neurodegenerative diseases. The persistent demyelination in turn promotes permanent axonal
degeneration, brain atrophy and progressive clinical disability. Given enough time, most patients proceed to the box at the lower right (*); it is unclear
whether any current treatments significantly alter this ultimate destiny. Pathogenetically speaking, the "real MS" is represented by the black boxes, with
the gray boxes representing a reaction to the former, albeit a very important one. In this model, degeneration does not follow inflammation, but precedes
then parallels it.
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77% of "plain" LHON cases being male, whereas the majority of
Harding's patients (with the same mitochondrial mutation) are
female. One can speculate that the reason for this as mentioned
earlier, is that females have a greater predisposition to
autoimmune disease in general47, so that when the CNS is
challenged and leaks autoantigens, females will have a greater
chance of reacting with an autoimmune/inflammatory phenotype
versus males who will suffer a progressive non-relapsing, non-
inflammatory, more characteristic degenerative course. The
parallel between inflammatory RRMS being more common in
females versus the less inflammatory and more "degenerative"
phenotype of PPMS, where no female preponderance exists,
comes to mind. These cases illustrate how clearly defined
metabolic defects involving white matter elements (in particular
those resulting in demyelination which is the most likely source
of relevant autoantigens), may precipitate, in certain predisposed
individuals, a disorder exhibiting immune and inflammatory
features that are virtually indistinguishable from MS on clinical,
radiological and laboratory grounds.

This alternate model (Figure) may explain additional
conundrums, for instance, the recurrent association between MS
and certain microbes, in particular Epstein-Barr (EB) virus68,69.
There is strong evidence that prior EB virus infection
predisposes individuals to developing MS later in life, yet a
mechanism has so far not been discovered. While it is possible
that EB virus somehow "causes" MS, it is equally possible that
EB virus alters the behavior of a host's lymphocytes so that if a
degenerative process targeting the oligodendrocyte/myelin
complex arises, this host will be more likely to respond with an
inflammatory phenotype. Therefore the association between MS
and EB virus may only exist because as defined, "MS" is by far
the most commonly inflammatory relapsing remitting disease.
Put another way, EB virus may simply strengthen the proposed
"immuno-logical convolution" by virtue of its effects on
lymphocytes69, and may have no connection whatsoever with the
true cause of MS. Indeed, the association between EB virus and
a diverse array of autoimmune diseases ranging from systemic
lupus, to rheumatoid arthritis, and autoimmune hepatitis70-72
would argue in favor of this virus' ability to modulate the
immune response against an autoantigen, rather than being
directly responsible for causing such a diverse group of
disorders. If the above argument is correct, the prediction would
be that the association between MS and EB virus would
disappear if PPMS was considered instead. Indeed, this concept
of strong correlations with MS, if defined as an inflammatory
(RRMS) instead of a degenerative (PPMS) disorder, can be
applied to many different associations (both genetic and
environmental) that have been detected over the decades; in the
end many of these conclusions about etiopathogenesis of MS
may be misleading, reflecting the genetic or environmental
influence on the immune response itself, rather than on the root
cause of MS. By corollary, I would argue that to identify
potentially important genetic and/or environmental etiologies,
we need to redefine MS as PPMS, and extend these studies in
this patient population.

CONCLUSION
Decades of intensive clinical and laboratory investigation

have unequivocally established inflammation as a prominent

feature of MS that contributes to tissue damage in the CNS, and
to transient, and possibly to progressive, clinical disability. The
detailed dissection of the complex immunopathogenesis of MS
has in turn resulted in a number of medications that have clearly
benefitted countless patients, at least in the early phase of the
disease where inflammatory phenomena dominate. Therefore,
the important role of inflammation and significant (albeit partial)
efficacy of agents designed to counteract its effects are beyond
dispute. However, these facts should not necessarily be
construed as indicators of underlying fundamental disease
mechanisms. One can draw an interesting analogy with peptic
ulcer disease: it has been accepted for decades that excess
stomach acid secretion is linked to gastro-duodenal ulcers, and in
response, antacid therapies are highly successful at controlling
many of the symptoms and complications. Yet we now know that
the underlying cause of this disorder is infection with the
Helicobacter pylori bacterium, a rather startling conclusion to
this story. This serves as an important reminder that what appears
obvious may culminate in a very different and unexpected finish.
The arguments presented in this paper are by no means meant to
minimize the importance of the immune system and
inflammation in MS, but rather, to make the point that to date all
of our clinical and laboratory experience is equally consistent
with the "cytodegeneration first with inflammation/
autoimmunity second" hypothesis as the fundamental
mechanism of this disease. Indeed, the debate of which comes
first in the field of MS has become more heated recently, and
perhaps the main challenge for MS research in this coming
decade is to unequivocally decipher this fundamentally
important chicken versus egg paradox.
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